Abstract-This paper presents an optimized controller based on multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) for a longitudinal axes of multivariable system in one of the aircraft flight conditions. This controller has been developed to control the attack angle and pitch attitude angle independently. These angles are required for designing a set of direct force modes for longitudinal axes. A particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to find the global optimal solution for this problem. The autopilot system in military or civil aircrafts is an essential component and in this paper, the autopilot system via 3 degree of freedom model for the control and guidance of aircraft is considered. The effectiveness of the proposed controller is illustrated by considering the HIMAT military aircraft. The simulation results verify the merits of the proposed controller.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increased attention in the development theories for autopilot systems [1] . In some aircrafts, the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller has been used in the autopilot system to control the different modes of the roll, pitch, yaw angles and them variation rates as well as velocity, altitude and so on [2, 3] . The tuning of the PID parameters is important in design of the PID controller which is now done using the digital self tuning controllers. In aircraft system, there are some problems such as time delays, nonlinearity, and high order of the system and for these reasons; there are complications in the tuning of the PID parameters [3] . Moreover, knowing that in actuality, most aircraft systems are in a wide range of flight conditions and the controllers with constant gains can not control these systems properly. Since these problems include a large group of applications, several of optimum techniques have been developed for using in PID tuning. The evolutionary algorithms like genetic algorithm (GA) [4] , bees algorithm (BA) [5, 6] , ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) [5, 7] and particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) [6 -9] are more applied than the classic methods for PID tuning. Particle swarm optimization algorithm is one of the evolutionary computation techniques and a subset of swarm intelligence which was developed by J. Kennedy and R. C. Eberhart in 1995 [9] . It was reported that the PSO algorithm can generally achieve a higher performance than genetic algorithm [6] .
PSO algorithm could quickly engross the attentions in different sciences particularly engineering. It's capability in solving the complicated and nonlinear differential equations increased its application in recent years. The wide application of this algorithm in electrical engineering like solving the power engineering problems, reactive power control, optimal power current and designing the power controllers are some examples that can be mentioned in this regard [10 -12] . PSO algorithm is applied to Altitude Hold (AH) in longitudinal axis autopilot control of an aircraft in [13] .
This work proposes an optimized controller based on multiobjective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) for the longitudinal axes of multivariable system. The angle of attack and the pitch attitude angle are controlled using this method and the efficiency of this proposed controller is illustrated by considering the HIMAT military aircraft.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the longitudinal flight control system that includes the longitudinal control laws and mathematical model as a multivariable system are introduced. MOPSO algorithm for control of the multivariable systems is presented in section 3. In section 4, with considering of the Weighted Aggregation MOPSO method, the best PID controller in the multivariable systems to control of angle of attack toward the pitch angle in direct force modes by using the MATLAB/Simulink software is designed, and the results will be compared with the loop shaping and genetic algorithm methods. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. CONTROL LAWS AND EQUATION OF MOTION IN AIRCRAFT LONGITUDINAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
Three topics including stability, control and guidance of the aircraft are very important from the viewpoint of the aircraft flight control engineering [14] . Based on definition, the intrinsic tendency of the aircraft in opposing with any internal disturbance such as control levels movement by the pilot or external disturbance such as atmospheric turbulences and perturbations and returning to the original equilibrium is called stability [15] . Change in the aircraft state from the original equilibrium to the secondary equilibrium is called control, and guidance is defined as the aircraft original equilibrium maintenance [15] . However, it seems that there is a conflict between the control and stability in the aircraft system. The boundary between these two topics is determined by a topic called handling qualities [2, 15] . Handling qualities in each aircraft have some defects that should be corrected and this is possible by improving the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft. It seems it is necessary to reorganization of the correlations between the aerodynamics and the control of the aircraft system. Therefore, the need for improvement and adjustment of the aircraft aerodynamic structure is reason to need the flight control system [15] . Designing the control laws of the aircraft longitudinal axes has a significant role in the flying vehicle and has a direct influence on a successful flight in the aircraft; therefore it is explained briefly in this section. In order to decrease the work load of the pilot especially in the long flights, most of the aircrafts are equipped with the automatic flight control system (AFCS) or autopilot [16] . Besides, with the advent of digital flight control and the availability of multiple surfaces on new fighters, there is interest in designing control modes for precision flight path control. These modes have the objective of decoupling attitude from flight path control. These nonconventional modes offer precise control for certain tasks as well as the possibility of new tactics for the advanced fighters [17] . Consequently, these systems are equipped with the necessary capabilities for holding and controlling the status of flight parameters, namely longitudinal autopilot modes that include pitch attitude hold, Mach number and airspeed hold, rate of climb and rate of descend hold and etc [16, 18] . For example, to control a set of direct force modes and taking the equation θ α γ = + , we consider the three following longitudinal control modes that are related to the angle of attack, the pitch attitude angle and the flight path angle of the aircraft: Altogether, it can say that the general aim of using these control modes is the distinct control of flight path from pitch attitude angle to control a set of direct force modes. The design diagram block of this system is shown in Figure 4 . Now, we tend to the direct forces exerted to the fuselage and the dynamic equations motion of the aircraft is explained. Four main forces including the Trust force, Weight force, Drag force and Lift force are exerted to the structure of the flying vehicle during the flight of the aircraft [1, 6, 8] . The mutual influence of these forces on each other causes the flying of the aircraft. On one side, any rigid body in the space can be modeled by 6 degrees of freedom of Newton-Euler equations of motion. These degrees of freedom include three linear movements and three angular movements around the X, Y and Z axes in the aircraft [1] . To simplify the equations and also when only the longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft is taken into account, the 6 degrees of freedom equations are decreased to the 3 degrees of freedom equations which include the translation around the X, Z axes and the angular movement around the Y axis (pitch angle) [1, 14] . In this article, the linearized model of the longitudinal axis (based on the small perturbation) is used in one of the flight conditions (0.9 Mach velocity and 20000 feet altitude) of the HIMAT fighter aircraft [19, 20] . This aircraft belongs to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and two control inputs of Canard c δ and Elevon e δ are used to control the longitudinal axis. Two necessary outputs in the structure of our autopilot are pitch attitude angle and angle of attack of the aircraft. The status angle (θ ) is defined as the angle between the horizontal axis and the x axis and the angle of attack ( α ) as the angle between the velocity vector and the x-axis of the aircraft. The primary control surfaces along with the vertical plane geometry of the aircraft are shown in Figure 5 . For the control design, state α and θ are measured and therefore, the problem contains 2 inputs, 2 outputs and 4 states. The state space equations of this system are described by [20] (1)
is state vector of the system and state variables include deviation from forward velocity ( V δ ), angle of attack (α ), change of pitch rate ( q ) and pitch attitude angle ( θ ).
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III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is one of the branches of the swarm intelligence that contains a wide area of the artificial intelligence. Indeed, the swarm intelligence is formed based on the simulation of the collective behavior of a group of insects like the bees and ants and some groups of animals such as the flocks of birds or schools of fish that usually make collective decisions. The optimization method of PSO was introduced by James Kennedy and Russell Eberhart in 1995. In this algorithm, each member of the swarm is called a particle. The particles of this swarm are all floating in a multi-dimensional space and move based on information share with the other members. In this manner, an information process is created between the particles which totally cause the more logical decision makings by the swarm members [8] . That is to say, one of the main characteristics of the PSO method is the emphasis on the popularity of the thinking and intelligence [21] . Moreover, the particle retains their best result in the process of the algorithm execution and always tries to use it too in their decision makings; therefore, when a mistake occurs and a wrong decision is made, very quickly it is compensated [22, 23] . However, in this algorithm the best particle of the swarm result is called the personal best and is shown by pbest. Also, the so far best that is gained by all the particles in the swarm is called the global best and is shown as gbest. After finding the pbest and the gbest, each particle updates its new velocity and position by the Equations (3) and (4) is the number of the algorithm repetition.
In the first step PSO algorithm was proposed on the issue of single-objective optimization that its aim is to minimize or maximize an objective. After that, Moore and Chapman developed an approach to solve multi-objective problems using PSO [24] . Thereafter, different methods of multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm have been published in authentic articles. It is important to note that in most of the problems in the real world considering just an objective function with some limitations is not enough for confrontation with the problem. In other words, in most of the issues we are confronted with a flight vector of objective functions as Equation (5) (which a compromise should be made between them). The more is the number of the objective functions, the more complicated is the compromise and the more difficult is the problem demonstration. is equal limitation of the problem. There are different ways for these types of optimization issues. One of them is the method of Weighted Aggregation that is explained in this article. In the method of the Weighted Aggregation, the multiobjective function f(x) comes out of the state of being multiobjective by Weighted Aggregation of all the objectives and turns into a single-objective optimization problem. So that the rank of the objectives are determined based on their importance and in the collective objective function, the weighting coefficient proportional to the objective is assigned to them.
IV. DESIGNING THE PID CONTROLLER BASED ON MOPSO
ON THE MIMO SYSTEM The plant transfer function with n-input and n-output and multi-variable PID controller can be written as [25] :
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is the transfer function of PID controller and is stated as the Equation (9): 
∑ ∫
where, the e (t) ij is defined as the difference of the output value of the ith number from the reference input of jth number. It is worth noting that the criterion of the PID controller value can also include the time area components such as overshoot, rise time, settling time and so on. However, as it is mentioned above by defining the fitness function according to the criteria of the time area and frequency area and also configuration of the PID controller parameters as the independent variables simultaneous limited in the particle swarm algorithm, it is possible to design an optimal controller using the PSO algorithm. In this paper, the multi-objective issue of designing the optimal controller in the Two Inputs -Two Outputs (TITO) system of the autopilot in the HIMAT aircraft is turned into a single-objective issue using the method of weighting aggregate addition. The used fitness function contains the ITSE criterion and overshoots value and the settling time of the sub-systems. So that in this designing, the weighting coefficient values in the fitness function is stated according to the Equation (11) 
Where P ij M i j 1 2 ∈ , ; , { , } is defined as the maximum overshoot and the ij e is the difference of the output value of the ith number from the reference input of the jth number. In addition, the structure of the multi-variable controller and system, are defined as the Equation (7), (8), where, i j 1 2 ∈ , { , } and the variation range of the controller parameters are also taken according to the Equation (12). . .
For simulation purpose, we have shaped the reference input with a lag filter. In this work, ( ) P s is presented in Equation (13) according to reference [20] . 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS In this section, the HIMAT fighter aircraft is used as a case study to illustrate the capability of the proposed control in the multi-variable autopilot system of the aircraft [17] . In 1981, M. G. Safonov et al., considered the state variables of Canard and Elevon actuators in the system dynamics, designed a controller with the 11 order on this aircraft using the Loop Shaping method [17] . Afterwards in 1998, G. Balas et al. [19] , also could implement the controller using the Loop Shaping method in the analysis and synthesis toolbox in the MATLAB software [19] . Then I. Kitsios in 2003 in reference [20] , using the genetic algorithm could formulate and design the PID controller in our considering flight conditions on this system. In this paper, we apply the multi-objective PSO to design the optimal controller for two inputs -two outputs autopilot system in the HIMAT aircraft to control a set of different modes of direct force on the aircraft longitudinal axis. The parameter values of the PID controller by the PSO algorithms with 200 particles (popsize=200), 50 algorithm iteration and by genetic algorithm are presented in TABLE I. The amounts of time domain parameters such as overshoot, rise time and settling time in three methods are compared in TABLE II. Comparing the results in TABEL II, it can beobserved that the controller designed based on the particle swarm algorithm is better than the PID Controller designed based on the genetic algorithm, also it is remarkable that this PID controller designed based PSO is as well as the controller designed based on the Loop Shaping method according to reference [19] . Figure 6 shows the Angle of Attack
Step response and figure 7 shows the Pitch attitude Step response. From these figures, it can be observed that PID controller designed based PSO in all the amounts of overshoot, rise time and settling time rather than the PID Controller designed based on the GA is meliorate. Whilst, comparing the amounts of time domain values except M P,12 , M P,21 and M P,22 in the PID Controller designed based on the PSO is better than the Controller designed by Loop Shaping method. In addition, figure 8 and figure 9 show Control inputs for Angle of Attack and Pitch attitude angle respectively. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this Paper, an optimal PID controller for the longitudinal dynamic system of the high maneuverable HIMAT aircraft is designed and simulated using the particle swarm algorithm. Then, the results of the time area with the two methods of loop shaping and genetic algorithm are compared. Simulation results have been presented to confirm the validity of the proposed controller.
